
This application note describes how 
I2E has been used to extract the 
authors, institutions and scientific 
subjects from thousands of conference 
abstracts quickly and efficiently.

I2E Application Note 
Text Mining for Conference Abstracts
Using I2E to Identify High Priority Items at an Upcoming Conference

Challenge
Knowledge presented at annual biomedical meetings 
can be an important complement to the information 
found in peer-reviewed journals, providing the fullest 
view of research in a given area1. Only about a third 
of what is presented at scientific meetings goes on 
to be published as full reports2. However, major 
conferences present programmes of hundreds or 
thousands of items, including lectures, workshops 
and poster sessions. Despite organization into topic-
based streams and provision of generic itinerary 
planners, it is an enormous challenge to efficiently 
identify and prioritize the science and speakers 
not to be missed. Informative abstracts are often 
embargoed until a specific date; either the first day 
of the conference or shortly before it. This increases 
the challenge as either the selection of events to 
attend must be based on the programme summary, 
or there is only a short window of opportunity to 
review the abstracts before setting out for the 
conference.

Linguamatics Approach  
Linguamatics I2E can query and extract the authors, 
institutions, and scientific subjects from thousands 
of conference abstracts quickly and efficiently. The 
source can be mined proactively to provide a precise 

itinerary or retrospectively to extract scientific 
insights as from any body of literature.

Rather than being limited to the categorization done 
by the conference organizers, I2E can use ontologies 
to compile an advance itinerary according to the 
diseases, targets, treatments, technologies and 
people of specific interest to a particular attendee or 
team. Such an itinerary can be constructed for the 
convenience of multiple people attending the same 
conference and pooling their resources.

Pre-defined smart queries can be used to categorize 
talks according to specific properties, for example 
whether the author has expressed that the technique 
is “new”, “novel”, “first”, etc. By using these template 
queries, which hide their structure from the user and 
only expose specific pre-defined options, high quality 
results can be obtained from a very easy-to-use 
interface.

Text mining can also form the basis of conference 
analysis, for example to pinpoint the most prolific 
authors, who are often the head of a large research 
group and named last on each paper from their 
group; or distribution of contributions by location 
– geographical or organizational, making use of 
whatever data is available.

Figure 1 shows a search strategy can be built 

in the query editor and then presented as a 

smart query. Selecting what to search for is 

as simple as typing in a keyword of interest 

or picking a family of search terms from a 

preloaded ontology.
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Method 
In this example, queries have been developed to 
efficiently search upcoming meeting abstracts. It 
uses source data from a final conference programme 
provided in a tabular format which can, for example, 
be viewed as a Microsoft Office Excel spreadsheet.  

Figure 1 shows a smart query as presented to the 
end-user who is able to specify a keyword, list of 
keywords, or one or more classes from an ontology, 
such as therapeutic areas or groups of compounds. 
The user also has control over the number of results 
to be returned and their format including HTML via a 
browser, Excel, XML or formats suitable for export to 
store in a database.

An I2E user can modify the smart query described 
here, for example to add additional search terms 
relevant to their area of interest. In this way, the 
emphasis can be changed from a search for “new”, 
“novel” to encompass “primary”, “important”, 
“crucial”. Alternatively, the strategy can be extended 
to retrieve more speculative statements, using 
keywords such as “potential”, “putative”, “possible”.

Using ontologies, the most talked about topics can 
easily be identified in I2E results. Open questions can 
be asked, without having to know what keywords the 
writer used.

Even when using wildcards to ask open questions, 
the results of text mining can be high quality. To 
illustrate this, the conference listings were searched 
for any human gene/protein and the information 
was exported to a graphical network visualization 
tool, Cytoscape3. In addition to the genes, the query 
results also included extracted names of presenters, 
specifically the first and last where there are multiple 
authors, to identify those people most connected to 
the hot topics of the conference.

Results
Figure 2 shows results from running the smart query 
as pictured in Figure 1 on a programme of over 1,800 
posters. The summary table is presented within a 
web page and each row includes a link (in the “Doc” 
column) to the available detail about that poster. 
This smart query’s results quickly draw attention to 
titles where the author has talked about a disease 
and something new or novel: tool, pathway, target, 
inhibitor, etc. The standardized names for disease, 
as seen in the first column, are from the MeSH 
thesaurus which has been used as a source of 
synonyms to search the free text of the conference 

programme. Additional results could be generated 
for other keywords, lists of terms or classes, such as 
genes or compounds.

The graphical network shown in Figure 3 displays the 
most frequently mentioned human gene, AGT4, those 
(first and last or single) authors whose conference 
items refer to it, as well as other genes which the 
same people have also presented at the conference. 
From this we can identify the most connected 
authors and prepare an itinerary of, for example, the 
sequence of posters they are presenting (Figure 4).

Figure 2 shows example I2E results from the smart query shown in Figure 1, highlighting 

what is described as “new” or “novel”.

With I2E you can extract and categorize 
information from free text fast, with powerful 
interactive querying to answer specific 
questions, e.g. to identify and prioritize the 
science and speakers not to be missed at an 
upcoming conference.
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Figure 3a shows a cytoscape graph from I2E 

results, showing genes/proteins (    green 

squares) and authors (    circles). Nine of the 

authors (    yellow circles) are connected to 

at least three genes. Origin of the graph is 

the most frequently mentioned human gene,  

AGT, plus its authors and their other genes 

presented at the conference.

Figure 3b is zoomed-in showing part 

of the Cytoscape graph at a scale 

where the labels are visible, including 

AGT and four other genes (    green) 

as well as five of the most highly 

connected authors (    yellow).

Figure 4 shows example I2E results in an itinerary format listing four conference days and the sequence of posters of interest, with 

highlighting of genes/proteins (    green) in the text of the title, as well as first author (    orange) and last author (    yellow).



Summary
Mining conference programmes in advance of the 
event, as described above, can provide a succinct, 
targeted itinerary from thousands of presentations, 
workshops and posters. The querying can be 
achieved quickly, which is particularly beneficial when 
conference abstracts are embargoed until a short 
time before the meeting.

Querying is highly flexible and queries can easily be 
modified for different meetings with various naming 
conventions for their sessions and parallel events’ 
nomenclature. Searching can be performed whether 
abstracts are provided or not, however it is often of 
more value when there are abstracts available. The 
volume of information is often too large for a person 
to systematically review by reading alone, so the 
benefit of text mining is clear.

I2E’s smart queries can be created by expert 
information professionals or other I2E users and used 
to generate results for delivery to colleagues whose 
information needs they support. Alternatively, once 
built, the queries can be made available for the team 
attending the conference to execute independently, 
each tailoring the underlying search to their own 
specific requirements.

This approach can also be applied to other projects 
where specific topics and researchers can be 
extracted and presented as an itinerary, route or by 
territory. Such an approach can be highly valuable in 
identifying licensing and collaboration opportunities. 
The precise results can be clustered according to the 
terms matched in the source text. Alternatively the 
mined knowledge can be grouped with proprietary 
listings of a team’s interests and even their names 
can be used to ensure the categorization is relevant 
and exactly tailored to meet their requirements.
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